
Compiling and running Fortran, C, and C++ programs on Kraken. Draft version 2012.01.11

We shall assume that your program is ready to compile.  Each language has its own compile command, 
however the syntax is the same.  If your program name is test.f, test.c, or test.cpp, the three commands, 
respectively would be

bccd@node000:~$ gfortran -o test test.f

bccd@node000:~$ gcc -o test test.c

bccd@node000:~$ g++ -o test test.cpp

If compiled correctly, you will get another prompt.  The standard format for compiling is as follows:

bccd@node000:~$ glanguage -o executable_name program_name.language

As an example, if I have a program named HelloWorld_Fortran.f, then I can compile, as in the 
following image:

As you can see, a new command prompt has popped up.  If your program did not compile, you would 
receive error/warning messages.  Although, if you only have warning messages, then you should have 
still ended up with a compiled program. 
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So if we go ahead and list the directory again, there should be a new file (an executable), named 
HelloWorld_Fortran.

And since we did a listing in time order, reversed, the most recently created program shows up at the 
bottom of the list.

We can now execute the program, under the assumption that it needs no extra parameters using the 
command:

bccd@node000:~$ ./HelloWorld_Fortran

The ./ tells the OS to include the current directory, of which you are working in, when it looks for the 
executable named "HelloWorld_Fortran". Else, the OS uses the standard path of /usr or /usr/bin to look 
for the executable.

The same process is used to compile and run C and C++ programs.  We compile and execute simple C 
program last, as you will be compiling C programs most frequently of the three.
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Step 1 – Compile

Step 2 – Verify that your program was created, we are looking for HelloWorld_C

Step 3 – Now run the executable (HelloWorld_C)

Step 4 – Rejoice!


